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Do you value efficiency in your warehouse? Do you want your workers to get as much done in 
as little time as possible? Magliner material handling tools can help your workers move items 
faster, more easily, and with less energy. From the motorized hand truck for moving large 
items to the convertible hand truck for versatility, these are some Magliner tools every 
warehouse should have. 
 

 
 
Hand Cart 
 
The classic Magliner hand cart is a workhorse in many warehouses. If your warehouse workers 
are still carrying boxes of items by hand, equip them with a hand truck and get ready to see a 
major difference. It’s far easier to stack boxes and wheel them into position than carrying just a 
box or two by hand. You can customize Magliner hand trucks with different wheels, nose 
plates, and handles to make them perfect for your warehouse workers. Whether it’s moving 
inventory around the warehouse or bringing it out to a store floor for restocking shelves, the 
Magliner hand cart is an essential item for warehouses. 
 
Powered Hand Truck 
 
The Magliner powered hand truck excels at moving larger, heavier items weighing up to 1,000 
pounds across long distances. When you need to move fridges or couches from the warehouse 
and onto a delivery truck, the powered hand truck is the perfect tool for the job. Instead of 
relying on team lifts, a single worker can move heavier objects with the help of a powered hand 
truck. Different attachments can also help the tool do even more, such as moving small trailers. 
It can even be used for deliveries if the truck has a powered lift gate.  
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Convertible Hand Truck 
 
When your warehouse workers need more versatility for moving oddly shaped items, equip 
them with a Magliner convertible hand truck. It starts as the classic upright hand truck but can 
quickly convert to a horizontal hand cart in four-wheel mode. This makes it easy to move 
heavier loads up to 1,000 pounds or oddly shaped items that wouldn’t fit on a traditional hand 
truck.  
 
Hand Lift Truck 
 
Some warehouses are small or have narrow aisles, making it much harder or impossible for a 
forklift truck to navigate. The Magliner hand lift truck offers a smaller footprint than a typical 
forklift truck. It doesn’t have powered movement, meaning your workers don’t need a license 
to operate it. It’s highly useful for moving items around the warehouse, and, like the hand 
truck, can make restocking shelves easier. Because it can lift items up to shelf level, your 
workers won’t have to bend down to pick up boxes, helping save energy and reducing the risk 
of back injuries.  
 
Equip your warehouse with essential material handling tools at https://www.magliner.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/4a5uHLw  
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